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Examples of Use with a Modicon PLC

Register Usage
The OptiMate OM-WINEDIT software allows you to

configure a module to use a block of 9 contiguous registers at a
starting value that you define. For a Modicon PLC the
recommended memory to use is the 4x data memory area. Any
block of registers between 40001 and 40617 can be used as long
as the block does not conflict with anything that may be using
those registers.

The first seven PLC registers in the block used by the KM620
panel are used for numeric information. As such they are ideally
suited for the general purpose data memory registers 40001 -
40617. The last two registers use individual bits for control and
status. These registers are better suited for the 0x relay register
range of memory. The solution to this minor conflict is to define
the base register address in the 4x data memory area and place a
rung in your PLC program to copy the last two registers to/from
the 0x relay registers. See the example below.

Memory-Mapping Example
The program rung below shows a typical way of mapping the

control and status registers to/from the 0x relays of a Modicon
PLC. In this example, the KM620 is configured for a base
address of 40001. The program rung should be placed in the
program to copy the status register 40008 (M+7) to the 0x
relays beginning with 00033 and copy from the 0x relays
beginning with 00049 to the control register 40009 (M+8).
This rung should be placed at the top of the program and it should
be active every scan.

The location of the status and control registers depends on the
base register address (the location of register M). In this case, the
base register address is 40001. Any valid internal relays can be
used in the memory map. If you do not use the relays shown in the
example, adjust each lamp, button, etc., to correspond to the
relays that you define.

With the memory-mapping rung shown on the bottom left
placed in the PLC program, the status and control bits will
correspond to relays in the 0x memory area. The register
association is shown in the figure below.

This will result in the following relay association for the status
and control registers.

Status Register (M+7) Control Register (M+8)

Bit Relay Bit Relay

F1 00048 ME 00064

F2 00047 MR 00063

F3 00046 DAK 00062

F4 00045 BD 00061

F5 00044

DA 00043

FS 00042

AB 00041

MA 00040

ENTER 00039

Up arrow 00038

Down arrow 00037

LSBMSB
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Register

M+7 Status Resiter

M+8 Control RegisterControl Register
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Relays

00049 -

00064

are mapped

to register M+8.

Register M+7

is mapped

to relays

00033 -

00048.
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